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Abstract: Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is a ubiquitous pathogen that latently infects 
hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs). Individuals with a competent immune system are, for the 
most part, asymptomatic for the disease. However when a latently infected individual becomes 
immunosuppressed, HCMV can reactivate, causing severe morbidity and mortality. While much of 
the viral genome is transcriptionally silenced during latency, some genes are expressed, including 
the HCMV-encoded G-protein coupled receptor US28. We showed that US28 expression is required 
for latency, as it suppressed the activator protein-1 (AP-1) transcription factor by attenuating the 
AP-1 subunit, fos. In turn, this prevents AP-1 from binding and activating the major immediate 
early promoter (MIEP), the key promoter regulating the latent-to-lytic transcriptional “switch”. Our 
new data suggest that US28-mediated signaling during latency attenuates the Src-MAPK signaling 
axis to regulate AP-1. We find that US28 expression suppresses Src, MEK, and ERK, as well as fos 
phosphorylation and AP-1 binding to the MIEP. Conversely, the pharmacological inhibition of Src, 
MEK, or ERK in US28Δ-latently infected HPCs suppresses infectious virus production, 
demonstrating the important role for this signaling axis during latency. Our recent data also reveal 
that regulating AP-1 is a key determinant in balancing HCMV latency and reactivation. Infection 
with a virus in which we disrupted the proximal AP-1 binding site in the MIEP (AP-1Δp) leads to 
reduced AP-1 binding and inefficient viral reactivation compared to wild type. Furthermore, AP-1 
is critical for the de-repression of MIEP-driven transcripts and downstream early and late genes, 
while other immediate early genes remain unaffected. Collectively, these data suggest that AP-1 
binding to the MIEP is suppressed during latency, but is required for the efficient transactivation of 
the MIEP during reactivation. We are currently elucidating US28’s involvement in recruiting AP-1 
to the MIEP during reactivation. 
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